Abstract: Collectiveness motions of crowd systems have attracted a great deal of attentions in recently years. In this paper, we try to measure the collectiveness of a crowd system by the proposed node clique learning method. The proposed method is a graph based method, and investigates the influence from one node to other nodes. A node is represented by a set of nodes which named a clique, which is obtained by spreading information from this node to other nodes in graph. Then only nodes with sufficient information are selected as the clique of this node. The motion coherence between two nodes is defined by node cliques comparing. The collectiveness of a node and the collectiveness of the crowd system are defined by the nodes coherence. Self-driven particle (SDP) model and the crowd motion database are used to test the ability of the proposed method in measuring collectiveness.
Introduction
In crowd surveillance, the collectiveness motions of crowd have attracted a great deal of attentions in recent years [2] - [6] , [7] [14] [15] . Due to collectiveness motions are universe, intuitionistic and macroscopic, measuring the collectiveness motions across different scenes is meaningful for crowd behaviors comprehension [11] [19] .
The path integral descriptor method [11] is a novel method to quantify the structural properties of collective manifolds of crowds across different scenes. Path integral [1] , which was first introduced in statistical mechanics and quantum mechanics [1] [8] [9] [10] [12] , sums up the contributions of all possible paths to the evolution of a dynamical system and is free from the restriction on data distributions [16] . [1] uses a generating function to produce the path integral descriptor, which is adopted in [11] . Based on [1] and [11] , [19] uses exponent generating function to sum the path integral and compute the path integral descriptor to avoid parameter setting. The path integral descriptor is the graph based method, which use a graph with nodes to represent the whole crowd systems. The path integral descriptor is actually the measurement of collectiveness, and large value of the path integral descriptor means that nodes in the set have a high coherence motion.
The path integral descriptor methods study the coherence among nodes by path integral descriptors, and investigate all possible paths of a pair of nodes. All paths of a pair of nodes may be infinite for path length varies from zero to infinite, which is an ideal math model. Different form path integral descriptor methods, we propose a node representation learning method in this paper, which named Node clique learning (NCL) method. The proposed method is also a graph based method and investigates the influence from one node to other nodes. Generally speaking, we represent a node by a set of nodes which named a clique.
To compute the clique of a node, we first endow this node with certain information and spread the information to other nodes. Due to the weight on edge ranges from 0 to 1, information will not increase.
If the information decreases to a low value, we end the spreading process and collect nodes as the clique. It means only nodes with enough information are collected as the clique. In information spreading step, we use two strategies which are the average strategy and the min strategy to learn an unrenewed node's information. After clique learning, the coherence among nodes can be computed by cliques comparing. In clique comparing step, we use two ways to define the coherence among nodes. At last, the collectiveness of a node can be defined as the averaging coherence between this node and all other nodes, and the collectiveness of the crowd system can be computed as the average collectiveness of nodes.
We compare the proposed method with the state-of-the-art method on self-driven particle (SDP) model [13] and crowd motion database [11] . The paper is organized as follows. The proposed node clique learning method is proposed in Section 2. Then, the collectiveness measure experiment is presented in Section 3. Conclusion is given in Section 4.
Node clique learning
In this section, we first introduce the neighborhood graph of a system. Then we show how to learn the clique of each node in the graph. After obtaining cliques of nodes, we compare the cliques of each pairs of nodes to define their motion coherence. At last, the motion coherence is used to define the collectiveness of a system.
Neighborhood graph
Given a set of samples = , 1 , 2 , … , -∈ × , which is the dimension of data and = | | is the number of samples. Then, we build a directed graph = ( , ), where is the set of nodes (vertices) corresponding to the samples in , and is the set of edges connecting nodes. The graph is associated with a weighted adjacency matrix , where ∈ ,0,1-is the weight of the edge from vertex to vertex . The famous -NN graph is adopted as the edge connection strategy, which means each node has edges pointing from itself to its nearest neighbors. Due to each node has outcome edges, -NN graph permits edges with zero weights.
The clique of a node
When the graph = ( , ) is given, we first need to learn the clique of each node in the graph. The clique of one node is actually a set of nodes, which is obtained by spreading information from this node to other nodes in the graph. In the process of learning the clique of one node, we can name this node as core node and name the others as normal nodes. Note that the core node becomes to a normal node when learning the cliques of other nodes, while a normal node becomes to the core node when learning its own clique.
Before the information spreading process, we assume only the core node has the information and we set its information to one. At the same time, the normal nodes have no information and their information value can be set as zero. When the information process begins, the core node spreads its information to the normal nodes. After the information spreading, some nodes have enough information and some others have insufficient information or no information. Enough information means that the information is larger than a predefined threshold. We collect nodes with enough information as the clique of the core node. In this way, we can represent a node by a clique, which is a set of nodes.
The information spreading process is the key in node clique learning. We now show the details of the information spreading. At the beginning, only the core node is renewed and all normal nodes are unrenewed. A normal node is regard as renewed only when its information is computed. To compute the information of an unrenewed normal node, we can consider its neighbors. We hold that only nodes with enough information have relations with the core node. To be concise, these nodes can be entitled as privileged nodes. Thus, we can compute the information of an unrenewed normal node by its privileged neighbors. We also call a node as "ready node" if this node is unrenewed and has at least one privileged node. In this way, we can achieve the information process by iteratively computing the ready node's information.
In general, we compute a clique of a given node as follows: 1. Give a graph and a node. This node is regard as core node and the other nodes are regard as the normal nodes. We set the core node's information to one, and make its state as renewed and privileged. At the same time, all the normal nodes are unrenewed and not privileged. 2. Find a ready node. A ready node is a normal node which is unrenewed and has at least one privileged neighbor. We compute the ready node's information by its privileged neighbors. The edge weight from the privileged node to the ready node can be seen as the weight of the privileged node. Two strategies are considered: ①Average strategy. The average of the weighted privileged neighbors. ② Min strategy. The min value of the weighted privileged neighbors. 3. An unrenewed node becomes renewed when its information is computed. After computing one node's information, we give it a privilege only when its information is larger than a predefined threshold. 4. The information spreading process ends only when there are no ready nodes any more in the graph.
Otherwise go back to step 2. 5. When the information spreading process is over, we collect all privileged nodes as the clique of the core node.
In step 2, there are two strategies to compute the ready node's information. The Average strategy emphasizes the general information using of the privileged neighbors. The Min strategy takes a cautious approach by adopting the min value of the weighted privileged neighbors.
An example of learning the clique of node is illustrated in Fig.1 and Fig. 2 . Fig.1 is the illustration of the drawing. In Fig.2 , node 1 is the core node with information value 1 and its state is renewed and privileged. The information threshold is 0.6 in this case. At first iteration, node 2 is one of the ready nodes and its information is computed by its privileged neighbors, which are node 1. At second iteration, node 3 is one of the ready nodes and its information is computed by its privileged neighbors, which are node 1 and node 2. The computed information of node 3 is not larger than 0.6, thus node 3 is not privileged. The information spreading process ends when there are no ready nodes any more. Finally, the clique of node 1 is {1,2,4,5}.
Clique comparing
We compute all nodes' clique by node clique learning in section 2.2. In this way, each node is represented by a clique. Then the cliques are used to compute the coherence (or similarity) among nodes. The coherence of two nodes can be computed by comparing their cliques. To compare two nodes' coherence, it is reasonable to consider the following two criterions:
1. The similarity of two nodes' cliques.
2. The frequency of mutually occurring in other nodes' cliques.
If two nodes have high coherence, their cliques would be similar. Besides, they would have a high frequency of mutually occurring in other nodes' cliques, which also means they do not occur alone in other nodes' cliques in most cases.
The clique is actually a set of nodes. Jaccard similarity coefficient can be used to measure the similarity of two sets. Give two sets and , the Jaccard similarity coefficient of and is defined as
To be concise, we first represent the cliques by a matrix. The cliques of nodes is denoted as a matrix ∈ × . Each row of represents a clique of node. The -th ( = 1,2, … , ) row of is denoted as ∈ 1× . Thus, is the clique representation of node . ( ) ( = 1,2, … , ) is the -th element of and is defined as
In this way, the similarity between the clique of node and the clique of node is computed as
where ∘ denotes element-wise product of vectors, (•,•) denotes element-wise max comparison of vectors.
We denote the -th ( = 1,2, … , ) column of as ∈ ×1 . The frequency of two nodes mutually occurring in other nodes' cliques can be compute as
The coherence of node and node can be defined as
At last, we can obtain a matrix ∈ × to represent the coherence among nodes. The edge's weight from node 1 to node 2 is 0.4. Unrenewed node 5's information is determined by nodes (node 1 and node 2) who are privileged. If we consider the asymmetry similarity of clique nodes, the Absolute similarity coefficient of sets can be adopted. The similarity of set to can be define as
Core node 6 The frequency of two nodes mutually occurring in other nodes' cliques is compute as
The coherence of node and node can also be defined as
Collectiveness measure

Node collectiveness
If nodes in a set have a high coherence with each other, the collectiveness of a graph should be high. Thus, the coherence of node cliques can be comprehended as the measurement of collectiveness of the set.
If a node has high collectiveness in the graph, it would have high coherence with other nodes. The collectiveness of a node can be defined as the averaging coherence between this node and all other nodes. We denote the collectiveness of node ( = 1,2, … , ) as ( ), then ( ) can be computed as
where ( , ) = 0. Node clique is an important measuring index of nodes. If a node has high coherence with other nodes, it means it has high node collectiveness. If a node has a high collectiveness, it means it plays an important role in the graph. Fig 3 shows an example of node clique learning and node collectiveness computing. We can observe that the node has high coherence with other nodes will have high node collectiveness. High collectiveness also means high influence in the graph. 
Graph collectiveness
The collectiveness of the graph can be computed as the average collectiveness of nodes. We denote the collectiveness of graph as Φ then Φ can be computed as
Algorithm details
The whole algorithm of the proposed Node Clique Learning method (NCL) is described in algorithm 1. In addition, NCL is named as NCL1 and NLC2 if is defined by Eq. (5) and Eq. (9), respectively. There are two strategies (underline part in algorithm 1) to compute the ready node's information. We name NCL as NCL_avg (NCL1_avg and NCL2_avg) and (NCL1_min and NCL2_min) if we adopt the average strategy and the min strategy, respectively.
Algorithm.1 Collectiveness measure algorithm via Node Clique Learning (NCL) method
Input: The -NN graph ( = 20) of dataset , and the parameter 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. Initialization: λ = 0.7. Denotes: ①The information of node is denoted as .
②We denote = 1 if node is privileged and denote = 0 otherwise. ③We denote = 1 if node is renewed and denote = 0 otherwise. ④The neighbors of node is denoted as ( ). ⑤The privileged neighbors of node is denoted as Θ( ), Θ( ) ≜ * | ∈ ( ) = 1+. We denote the number of elements in Θ( ) as . ⑥The clique of node is denoted as . ⑦The ready nodes set is denoted as at -th iteration. The -th node in is denoted as ( ). The number of nodes in is denoted as . For node i ( = 1,2, … , )
Initializations:
①Information:
Find : Node ∈ only if = 0 and ∑ ∈ ( ) > 0 ( has at least one privileged neighbor). 
While is not empty For node
( = (1), (2), … , ( )) ① = 1. ②Find Θ( ).
Properties and parameters of NCL
Parameters in NCL
In the proposed NCL method, there are two parameters and . (0 < < − 1) is the parameter in -NN graph, which means each node has edges pointing from itself to its nearest neighbors. Following [11] [19], we fix = 20 in all our experiments.
(0 ≤ ≤ 1) is the information threshold, which decides how much information is "enough" in learning cliques.
If = 0 and we delete all edges with zero weight. The clique of a node equals the connected graph that the node belongs to. Besides, cliques of nodes belongs to one connected graph are same. If the graph has only one connected graph, the collectiveness of the graph would be one. If = 1, the clique of a node only contains itself and the collectiveness of the graph equals zero.
Toy examples
To illustrate the performance and the property of the proposed method, we show two toy examples in this section. We compare the proposed NCL method with two methods which are the method in [11] and the method in [19] . To be concise, we name the method in [11] as _inv and name the method in [19] as _exp.
Rectilinear graph
The rectilinear graph is the graph that has no circles and limited neighbors. As shown in Fig.4 , the node in one directional rectilinear graph has no more than one neighbor and the node in bi-directional rectilinear graph has no more than two neighbors. In Fig.5 , we compute the node collectiveness by different methods. For one directional rectilinear graph, NCL1 emphasizes the central nodes in the graph and NLC2 emphasizes the leading nodes in the graph. _inv and _exp emphasize the starting nodes in the graph. For bi-directional rectilinear graph, NCL1 and NCL2 treat one node just as important to the other nodes. _inv and _exp emphasize the central nodes in the graph.
Property 5.
If all weights on edges equal one, we have Φ = 1/2 (NCL1) and Φ = 3/4 (NCL2) on one directional rectilinear graph, and Φ = 1 (NCL1 and NCL2) on bi-directional rectilinear graph. 
Then, it is easy to infer
For NCL2, we have For bi-directional rectilinear graph, we know the node clique representation matrix ∈ × is ( , ) = 1.
We have
Then, it is easy to infer Φ = 1. ■
Circle graph
The circle graph is a connected graph with only one circle, as shown in Fig.6 . We have
Then, it is easy to infer Φ = 1. ■ If weights on edges are less than one, the graph collectiveness obtained by NCL will decrease as the growth of the number of nodes, as seen in Fig.7 . It can be assumed that the circle graph without strongest connections will become looser when the graph becomes larger. However, graph collectiveness obtained by _inv and _exp do not change with different number of nodes. 
Collectiveness experiment
In this section, we compare the proposed NCL method with two methods which are the _inv [11] and _exp [19] .
SDP model
The Self-Driven Particle (SDP) model [13] is a famous model for studying collective motion and shows high similarity with various crowd systems in nature [14] . The ground-truth of collectiveness in SDP is the average normalized velocity = || 1 ∑ || || =1 || ， which was commonly used as a measure of collectiveness in existing works [11] [20] [21] . SDP model produce a system of moving particles that are driven with a constant speed [11] . SDP gradually turns into collective motion from disordered motion [11] . Each particle will update its direction of velocity to the average direction of the particles in its neighborhood at each frame [11] . The update of velocity direction [13] for every particles in SDP is ( + 1) =< ( ) > ∈ ( ) + .
(12) where < ( ) > ∈ ( ) denotes the average direction of velocities of particles within the neighborhood ( ) of . is a random angle chosen with a uniform distribution within the interval ,− , -, where tunes the noise level of alignment [13] .
Neighborhood graph
Given moving particles in SDP, we can measure the similarity of particles by -NN graph. For simplicity, we adopt the method in [11] to compute the -NN graph for comparison. At time , the weight value on edge between particle and particle are defined by [11] ( , ) = { ( || || 2 || || 2 , 0),
where is the velocity vector of particle .
Evaluation metrics of SDP
To evaluate the performance of different methods in SDP, we use the following three metrics: 1. Relevant Coefficient (RC). For each method, we compute the collectiveness of all frames and then compute the relevant coefficient between the measured collectiveness and the ground truth. We can get higher RC if the method is better. Sorting Difference (SD). For each method, we first compute the collectiveness of all frames. Then we sort the measured collectiveness and the ground truth in ascending or descending manner. The average absolute difference between the order number of the measured collectiveness and the order number of the ground truth is named as Sorting Difference (SD). We can get lower SD if the method is better. The above three metrics evaluate a method from different perspectives.
Numerical analysis without noise
The parameters of SDP are fixed following [11] [19]:
= 400, = 20, size of ground = 7, the absolute value of velocity || || = 0.03, the interaction radius = 1 and = 0. The parameters in _inv and _exp follow [11] and [19] , respectively. We set = 0.7 in NCL. We illustrate the performance of different methods (400 runs) in Tab.1. In each run, the SDP evolution ends if it exceeds 100 frames or the ground truth exceeds 0.95 for compute efficiency. Note that the SDP run might out of control every once in a while. NCL methods especially NCL_min methods perform well on three evaluation metrics. We also illustrate the performance of NCL with different (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) (400 runs) in Tab.2.
varies from 0.1 to 0.99999999. Both NCL_avg and NCL_min are not sensitive to the parameter even when is close to one. Moreover, NCL_min is more robust to than NCL_avg. 
Numerical analysis with noise
To evaluate different methods' performance on SDP model with noise data, we consider noise particles in SDP mode. In this section, we follow the parameter settings in 3.1.3: = 400, = 20, = 7, || || = 0.03, = 1 and = 0. Thus, all particles including noise particles have the absolute value of velocity || || = 0.03. However, the noise particles have different motion model. At the beginning, the noise particles' spatial locations and velocity directions are randomly assigned. Then, the noise particles move towards a random direction at every frame. Note that the total number of particles equals 400. Thus, the more noise particles exist, the less normal particles exist. We use the ratio of noise particles to indicate the degree of noise. Note that the ground truth in noise case is the average normalized velocity of normal particles only. As seen in Fig.8 , cases with different ratio of noise particles are shown. We evaluate different methods ( = 0.7 for NCL) on the noise SDP model, and the ratio of noise particles varies from 0 to 0.8, as seen in Tab.3. NCL performs better than the compared methods on the noise SDP model. 
Crowd collectiveness
We adopt the collective motion database collecting by [11] to analysis the collectiveness of crowd scene. The collective motion database consists of 413 video clips from 62 crowded scenes. Following settings in [11] , the generalized KLT (gKLT) tracker method [17] is used as the feature extraction method and -nn graph is adopt as the affinity matrix (notice that 0 ≤ ≤ 1). In [11] , the collectiveness of 413 video clips is estimated by 10 subjects as the human-labeled ground truth. They independently rate the level of collective motions in all clips from three options: low (0 score), medium (1 score), and high (2 score). Then the collectiveness scores of all clips range from 0 to 20. For each video clip, its collectiveness is the average value of collectiveness of all frames. The collectiveness categories of clips can be defined by: ①Scores [19] . The collectiveness of a clip is defined as: Low collectiveness (214 clips): 0 ≤ ≤ 5. Medium collectiveness (105 clips): 5 < < 15.
High collectiveness (94 clips): 15 ≤ ≤ 20. ②Voting [11] . The collectiveness of a clip is the majority voting of subjects' collectiveness rating.
To evaluate the performance of different collectiveness measure methods, we compute the AUC value of the ROC curve for binary classification of high and low, high and medium, and medium and low categories. ROC and AUC permit the numbers of different classes be unbalanced, and the AUC is the most common used quantitative metric for binary classification.
As seen in Tab. 5, we illustrate the performance of different methods on the Crowd database. NCL method performs well, especially on the binary classification of high-low categories and medium-low categories of videos. In NCL methods, the NLC2-avg method always performs well. The parameter is set to 20. Note that we ensure the legality of by programming = (0, ) and = (1, ) in the code. If we ignore the legality of , we might obtain slightly different results. We analysis the collective motion in clip by the threshold clustering method, which is used in [11] and [19] . We can get the clusters of collective motion patterns as the connected components by setting a clustering threshold and thresholding the values on . Figure 9 illustrates the performance of extracting collective motions. In fact, the clustering threshold is very important in collective motion extracting. One can adjust the clustering threshold for each clip to extract the most reasonable collective motions. However, the best clustering threshold might be different across different scenes. In Fig.10 , we illustrate examples of extracting collective motions by different clustering threshold. It can be find out that the proposed NCL2_avg is robust to the clustering threshold parameter and performs well. It is also reasonable to assume that clips with low collectiveness have more trivial clusters than clips with high collectiveness.
Though the proposed NCL is robust to parameters, it is an important job to find suitable parameters. For selecting parameters in NCL, we can use the finite grid method [18] . 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a node clique learning method named NCL for representing nodes in graph. Node clique of a node reflects the node's influence on other nodes. We can compute the nodes' coherence by comparing their node cliques. Several fine properties of the NCL have been shown. Experiment on SDP model and crowd scene database show the good performance of the proposed method in measuring collectiveness. The shortage of the proposed method is the problem computational efficiency because we need to compute the cliques of each node in graph. To solve this problem, parallel computing can be considered in NCL algorithm to improve computational efficiency. In NCL algorithm, we update a ready node's privileged state after information computing right away. Then one can update the ready nodes' privileged state after all ready nodes' information is computed to improve the computational efficiency. The relationship between the number of collective motions and human cognition can be considered to improve the proposed method. In future work, we will study the online version of the proposed method. Besides, we will compute the collectiveness of various types of crowd systems, including more real-task crowd scenes.
